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In this paper the problem of optimal control with mixed equality and inequality 
operator constraints is considered under the assumption of GLteaux differen- 
tiability. The extremum principle for this kind of problem is obtained by using some 
specnication of the Dubovitskii-Milyutin method for the case of n equality 
constraints given by Glteaux differentiable operators. c 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
The problem of optimal control with mixed equality and inequality 
constraints is considered in 171. By using some specification of the 
Dubovitskii-Milyutin method for the case of II equality constraints from 
[8], the extremum principle for this kind of problem is obtained. 
The method of contractor directions from [ 1, 23 is applied in [3] to 
obtain some generalization of the Lusternik theorem under weaker 
assumptions about differentiability. This generalization is used in [lo] to 
obtain the specification of the Dubovitskii-Milyutin method from [S] 
under GAteaux differentiability. 
In this paper we shall apply a special case of this specification, i.e., the 
case m = 1, to obtain the extremum principle for the classical problem of 
optimal control (cf. [S, 6]), but under weaker assumptions about differen- 
tiability. Next, the generalization from [lo] will be applied to obtain the 
extremum principle for the problems of optimal control with mixed 
equality and inequality constraints given by Gateaux differentiable 
operators. 
I. SOME SPECIFICATION OF THE DUBOVITSKII-MILYUTIN FORMALISM 
In [lo] a necessary condition for the extremal problems with m equality 
constraints given by Gateaux differentiable operators is obtained. Now, we 
shall apply this condition in the case m = 1, i.e., the following 
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THEOREM 1. Let 
(1) a functional G(x) attain its local minimum on the set Z = fi;_+: Zj 
at the point x0 E Z; 
(2) G(x) decrease regularly at the point x0 with the cone of decrease 
C. 03 
(3) the inequality constraints Zic Xfor i= 1, 2, . . . . n be regular at the 
point x0 with the feasible cones Ci, i= 1, 2, . . . . n; 
(4) the equality constraint Z, + 1 be given in the form Z, + 1 = (x E X: 
F(x) = 0}, where F: X + Y is Gdteaux differentiable in some neighbourhood 
S(x,, r) of the point X~E Z and Flm is a closed operator such that 
ImVF(x,) is closed in Y; in addition, the following condition is satisfied: 
there is a constant C with the property that, for any XE S(x,, r), 
y E ImVF(x), there exists an element h E X such that 
(1.1) VF(x)h=y and II h II G C II Y II ; 
(5) the cone C, + , be of the form 
C n+,={h~X:VF(xo)h=O}, 
then there exist linear and continuous functionals fiE CT, i = 0, 1, . . . . n, 
y* E Y*, not vanishing simultaneously and such that 
fo+fi+...+fn+,=O, 
where f,, 1 = VF*(x,) y*, y* E Y*. 
Theorem 1 gives some specification of the Dubovitskii-Milyutin 
formalism for the case where only one equality constraint is present and 
given by GSteaux differentiable operators. Using this specification, we can 
obtain the extremum principle for the classical problem of optimal control 
(considered in [S, 61 and other papers) but under weaker assumptions 
about differentiability. 
First, let us introduce the following space. Let W;,(O, 1) be a space of 
absolutely continuous functions whose derivatives f E L;(O, 1). The norm in 
W;i(O, 1) is defined by the formula 
Ix/I = I+@I +I; l4ttl dt. 
Let q,(O, 1) be a subspace of the space W;,(O, 1) which contains the 
functions satisfying the condition x(0) = 0. The norm in this subspace is 
II x II = jol I4t)l dt. 
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Let us consider the following problem I. 
Minimize the functional 
(l-2) 
under the constraints 
Z(x, u) = I,’ /0(x, u, t) dt 
(1.3) .t =f(x, u, t), 
(1.4) U(.)E u, 
where x( .f E ql(O, I), u( .) E L;(O, I), the functions 
We shall assume that 
(1.5) there exist measurable with respect to t Giteaux derivatives of 
the functionsfO,fwith respect to x and with respect to u denoted Vf :, Vf E, 
VfX, Vf u respectively; 
(1.6) the functions f ‘, f satisfy the Lipschitz condition with respect to 
(x, u) for any bounded (x, u) and are measurable with respect to t for any 
(x, u); 
(1.7) for any function f O, f one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
the GSteaux derivative with respect to x is continuous with respect to u for 
any t or the Giteaux derivative with respect to u is continuous with respect 
to x for any t; 
(1.8) the set U is closed, convex and possesses a nonempty interior 
in L;. 
Let us put X= q1 x L;. Denote by F: X-, q, an operator defined by 
the formula 
(1.9) F(x, u)(t) =x(t) - j;f b(t), u(t), t) dt. 
We denote by 9 a function defined by the formula 
(1.10) =WT u, 10, Y*) = Aol(x, u) + b*, F(x, u)), 
where y* E ( ql)*, A0 E R. 
The function 9 will be called the Lagrange function for problem I. 
Using Theorem 1, we can prove the local extremum principle for 
problem I. 
THEOREM 2. Zf 
(1) (x0, u”) is an optimal process in problem I, 
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(2) there exists a constant C and a ball with centre at (x0, u”) and 
radius r, S((x’, u’), r), such that for any (x, u) E S((x’, u’), r), y E e, exists 
(X, U) E X such that y = X(t) - 16 (VfJx, u, t) X + Vf,(x, u, t) ii) dt and 
Ikl+lul~CI~I,fortE[O,l]a.e.; 
then there exist A0 > 0 and a function $(t), not vanishing simultaneously, 
satisfying the equation 
dti 
dt- - -v3x”, u”, t) $ + ~oV.~(xO, u”, t), Ic/(l)=Q 
and such that 
VYU(xo, u”, I,, y*, a)u” = min VgU(xo, u”, A,, y*, a)u, 
usu 
i.e., 
A, .‘d V’;(x’, u”, t) u’(t) dt + lo1 Vf,,(x’, u”, t) u”(t) $(t) dt 
’ Vf;(x’, u”, t) u(t) dt + jd Vfu(xo, u”, t) u(t) t,b(t) dt). 
ProoJ Let us define the following sets: 
(1.11) z, = {(x, u) E x: u E U}, 
(1.12) Z,=((x,u)EX:F(x,u)=O}, 
where the operator F is given by formula (1.9). 
Thus problem I formulated above can be represented in the form: 
Determine the minimal value of the functional Z(x, u) on the set Z, n Z2. 
We shall make use of Theorem 1, which specifies the Dubovitskii-Milyutin 
theorem for the case of a Gateaux differentiable equality constraint. 
Thus we must check that all the assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied. 
First, we shall find the following cones: 
Co = DC(Z(x’, u’))-the cone of decrease of the functional Z at the 
point (x0, u’); 
C, = FC(Z,, (x0, u’)Fthe cone of feasible directions for the set Z, at 
the point (x0, u’); 
and the cones dual to them: C,* and CT. 
Proceeding analogously as in [S, Sects. 7 and 81, we shall calculate the 
formulae for the cones C, and Cf. We obtain that 
(1.13) 
C, = {(X, U) E X: U = A(u - no), where A 3 0, u E int U}, 
CT = (Jr E A’* :f,(X, U) =f’,(ii), wheref; is a functional 
supporting the set U at the point u”}. 
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Now, we shall calculate the cone C,. In view of assumptions (IA)-(1.7) 
about the function fO, we have that the functional 1(x, U) is Gateaux 
differentiable at the point (x0, u”) and, after simple calculations, we obtain 
that its Glteaux differential is of the form (cf. [S, Sect. 71) 
(1.14) VZ(xO, u")(X, q=j; (yf;(xO, u", f)x+vf;(xO, UO, t)ii)dt. 
It is easy to check that the functional Z(x, U) satisfies all the assumptions 
of Theorem 7.3 from [IS]. Thus 1(x, U) regularly decreases at the point 
(x0, u”) and, in view of Example 7.7 from [S], the cone Co is of the form 
co = {(X, U) E x: VZ(xO, uO)(X, U) <O} 
={(i,w-:/)vf:( xO,uO,t)x+Vf~(xO,uO,t)u)dr<O . 
I 
Proceeding identically as in [S, Sect. 123, we have that 
(1.15) c,* = foEX*:fo(.z, ii) 
i 
= -10 [' (Vf",( x0, u", t)x+Vflj(x', u", t)u) dt . 
i 
Now, let us consider the constraint Z2. We shall check that the operator 
F given by formula (1.9) satisfies all the assumptions of Theorem 1. 
It is easy to show that, in view of the assumptions (1.5)-( 1.7) about the 
function f, the operator F is Gateaux differentiable in the neighbourhood 
S((x’, u’), r) of the point (x0, u”) and, after simple calculations, we obtain 
that its differential is of the form 
(1.16) VF(x,u)(x,u)=x(t)-~~(Vf,(x,u,f)x+Vf,,(x,u,t)li)dt 
for any (x, U) E S((xO, u’), r). 
It is easily noticed that the operator VF(x, U) for (x, U) = (x0, u”) maps 
the space X onto el, i.e., Im VF(x', u") is closed. 
We shall now show that VF(x, U) satisfies condition (1.1) of Theorem 1. 
Really, in view of assumption (2), the following inequality holds: 
C II VF(x, UN% 4 iv;, 
= C X - ' (Vf,(x, u, f)x+Vf,(x, u, t) U) dt 
II s 0 q, 
If-VfX(x, u, t)x- Vf,(x, u, t)ul dt 
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Finally, it is obvious that, in view of the assumptions about the function 
J; we have that the operator Fs((,o, U~j, ), where F is given by formula (1.9), 
is closed. 
In this way, all the assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied. 
The cone Cz in problem I is of the form 
(1.17) c,={(X,U)EX:~-vVf,(X~,~~,t)X-vVf,(X~,~~,t)U=0}. 
Thus there exist f. E C,*, f, E CT, and y* E Y*, not vanishing 
simultaneously and such that 
so +f, +.f2 = 09 
where fi = VF*(x’, u”) y* E C:. 
Applying formulae (1.13), (1.15), (1.17) and proceeding analogously as in 
[S, Sect. 121, we obtain the proposition. i 
Remark 1. Problem I can be considered under weaker assumptions 
about the differentiability of the function f”. Instead of the Gateaux 
differentiability of this function, in view of Example 7.7 from [S], it is 
enough to assume that the directional derivative V,f” exists for any h E X 
and is measurable with respect to t for any (x, U) E q1 x L;. But under this 
weaker assumption, we shall obtain condition (2) of the proposition, i.e., 
the “dual” equation in the implicit form 
-E.,J;vJOdt+j’ (.i-vf,x)lJ(t)dt=O for any ZE W;,. 
0 
II. THE PROBLEM OF OPTIMAL CONTROL WITH MIXED CONSTRAINTS 
Let us consider problem I with additional equality and inequality 
constraints. This problem was investigated in [7] but under stronger 
assumptions about differentiability. 
Thus we shall have the following problem: 
(2.1) Z(x, U) = J: fO(x, U, t) dt + min 
under the constraints 
(2.2) i =f(x, 4 t), 
(2.3) x(1)=x1, 
(2.4) g(x, u, t) = 0, 
(2.5) hi(x, u, Q Q O, i = 1, 2, . ..) 1, 
(2.6) U(.)E u, 
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where x(.)E fl,(O, l), u(.)EL;(O, l), the functions f”: R"x R'x R+ R, 
f : R” x R’ x R + R”, g: R” x R’ x R -+ Rk, hi: R” x R’ x R + R for 
i = 1, 2, . ..) 1, and x, is a fixed point of the space R”. 
We shall assume that 
(2.7) there exist measurable with respect to t Gateaux derivatives of 
the functions f”, f, g, hi, i = 1, 2, . . . . 1, with respect to x and with respect 
to u, denoted Vf “,, Vf 2, Vf,, VfU, Vg,, Vg,, Vh,,, Vh,, for i = 1, 2, . . . . 1, 
respectively; 
(2.8) the functions f", ,f; hi, i= 1, 2, . . . . 1, satisfy the Lipschitz 
condition with respect to (x, U) for any bounded (x, U) uniformly with 
respect to t and are measurable with respect to t for any (x, u); 
(2.9) the function g is continuous with respect to (x, u) and 
measurable with respect to t for any (x, u), Vh,, VhiU, i= 1,2, . . . . Z, are con- 
tinuous with respect to (x, u, t); 
(2.10) for any function f", f, g one of the following conditions is 
satisfied: the Gateaux derivative with respect to x is continuous with 
respect to u for any c or the GSteaux derivative with respect to u is 
continuous with respect to x for any t; 
(2.11) the set U is closed, convex and possesses a nonempty interior 
in L;(O, 1). 
Problem (2.1)-(2.6) under assumptions (2.7)-(2.11) will be called 
problem II. 
Let X= q, XL;. 
Denote by F2: X+ c, an operator defined by the formula 
(2.12) FAX, u)(t) =x(t) - jl’f (4th 4th t) dt. 
F3 : X + Lf stands for an operator of the form 
(2.13) FAX, u)(f) =g(x(t), 4th t). 
By F4: X -+ R” we denote an operator defined by the formula 
(2.14) F4(x, u)(t)=x(l)-x,. 
Let us consider an operator F: A’+ e1 x Lf x R” of the form 
(2.15) F(x, u) = (FAX, u), F,(x, ~1, F&, u)), 
where the operators F2, F3, F4 are given by formulae (2.13), (2.14) (2.15) 
respectively. 
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By the Lagrange function we shall mean 
ax, K Jo, Y2*r y:, 0) 
HOW, u) + (Y:, F*(x, u)) + (Y3*. F,(x, u)) 
+ (4 F‘$(x, u)), where y; E (@,)*, y: E (L:)*, a E R”. 
Using Theorem 3.1 from [lo], we can prove the local extremum 
principle for problem II. 
THEOREM 2. Let 
(1) (x0, u”) be an optimal process for problem II; 
(2) there exist a ball S((xO, u’), r) with centre at (x0, u”) and radius r 
and a constant C such that for any (x, u) E S( (x0, u’); r), y = (y, , y,, y3) E 
R, x Lf x R” exists (X, ii) E X such that 
y = ’ (V’;(x, u, t) X + V’Jx, u, t) ii) dt, 
Vg,(x, u, t) X+%,(x, 4 t) G X(l) 
> 
andlkl+l~l~C(Id,I+Iy21+Iy31~f~~~~C~,~1~.~.; 
(3) the operator A: e, x L; + q, x Lf x R,, in the form 
A(% u)(t) = x(t) - fd (Vf,( x0, u”, t) X(t) + Vfu(xo, u”, t) ii(t)) dt, 
Vg.,(xO, 24O, I) z?(t) +VgJxO, u”, t) u(t), X(1) 
> 
has a closed image in c, x Lt x R”; 
(4) Vh,.,(x’(t), u’(t), t) #O or Vh,,(x’(t), u’(t), t) #O for any t E Ri, 
where 
(*) Ri= {te [0, 11: h,(x’(t), u’(t), t)=O> for i= 1, 2, . . . . 1; 
then there exist A0 > 0 and functions + E Ly, w E L:, y, E L, for i = 1, 2, . . . . 1, 
such that 
(1) lAoI+ II$II + IIWII + lal +Cf=, IYil >o, 
(2) (2, = AoVfo,( x0, u”, t) - vfx*(x*, u”, t) cp - vg.:(xO, u”, t) w + 
xi=, VhZ(xO, u”, t) yi, where rp = -I/I, 
(3) h;(x’, u*, t)Yi(t)=Ofor i= 1, 2, . . . . 1, 
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(4) W(x”, u”, Ao, y:, y?,a)u’ = min,, uV~u(xo,~o,~~o, yz*, y:,u)u, 
i.e., 
* A, 
s 
’ V’;(x”, u’, t) u’(t) dt + i’d VfU(xo, u’, t) u”(t) $(t) dt 
0 
4 
I 
Vg,,(xO, u”, t) u”(t) w(t) dt 
0 
x0, u”, t) u”(t) y;(t) dt 
x0, u”, t) u(t) $(t) dt 
- 
s 
’ VgU(xo, u”, t) u(t) o(t) dt 
0 
x0, u”, t) u”(t) yi( t) dt . 
Proof. Let us define the following sets: 
Z,={(x,u)EX:uEU}, 
zj= {(X,U)EX:F,(x,+0} 
for i = 2, 3,4, where the operators F2, F,, F4 are defined by formulae 
(2.12), (2.13) (2.14), respectively. 
z4+i= {(x, U)EX: hi(X, 24, t)<O} for j=l,2 ,..., 1. 
The cones C,*, C:, C, are given, as previously, by formulae (1.15), 
(1.13), (1.17), respectively. 
The cones C3, C4 are of the form 
(2.16) C;= {(x, u) E X: vFi(xo, u”)(X, u) = 0} for i= 3,4. 
By Ci, i= 5, . . . . 4 + 1, we denote the cones of feasible directions of the set 
Zi at the pair (x0, u’). 
Proceeding analogously as in [7,9], we can obtain that the cone C2 is 
given by 
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(2.17) c:= f*EX*:f*(X, U) 
= s 1 (f-vj-J x0, u”, t) X - VfU(xo, u’, t) U) Ii/(t) dt, 0 
where II/EL”,(O, 1) . 
I 
The set Z, is an equality constraint too. From the assumptions (2.7), 
(2.9), (2.10) about the function g it follows that the operator F, is Gateaux 
differentiable in the neighbourhood S((x’, u’), Y) of the point (x0, u”) and 
its differential is given by 
VF,(x, u)(X, u)(t) = Vg,(x, U, t) X + VgJx, U, t) U for any 
(2.18) (x, u) E S( (x0, uO); Y). 
Let us assume temporarily that the operator F, given in the from (2.13) 
is G-regular at the point (x0, u”) in the sense of Remark 1 from [lo], i.e., 
the operator VF,(x, u): X+ L: is “onto” for (x, U) = (x0, u”). It is easy to 
show that the sufficient condition for the G-regularity of the operator F, is 
the following: there exist a minor of rank k and c1> 0 such that 
I~(Cgul)l ‘E for t E [0, 1 ] a.e. 
Combining (2.16) and (2.18) we obtain that the cone C, is 
(2.19) c, = { (2, ii) E x: VgJxO, u”, t) x + VgJxO, u”, t) ii = O}. 
Now we shall calculate the cone C:. The cone C, is a subspace, 
therefore C: is of the form 
C:= {f3~X*:f3(X, ti)=O for any (X, ti)~C~}. 
Denote by r an operator of the form 
(2.20) T(X, ii) = Vgx(xO, u”, t) x + VgJxO, u”, 2) u. 
r: e, x L; -+ Lf is linear and continuous. The cone C3 can be written in 
the form 
(2.21) C,={(x,ii)EX:r(X,U)=O}, 
and C: is given by the equality 
(2.22) Cf = (ker T)i. 
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Making use of the annihilator lemma (cf. [6, Sect. 0.11) we get the equality 
(2.23) C: = Im r*. 
Let f3 be an arbitrary element of the cone CT; then it follows from (2.23) 
that f3 E Im r*. Thus there exists an element o E L”,(O, 1) such that 
(2.24) f,=r*w. 
Taking account of equalities (2.24) (2.20) and of the formula for a linear 
and continuous formula defined on L:(O, 1) (cf. [4, Part VI, Sect. 2]), we 
have 
f3(X, ii)= (T*w, (X, ii))= (co, Vg,.F+Vg,ti)=~’ (Vg,X+Vg,U) o(t) dt, 
0 
whence 
(2.25) 
C: = f3 E X* : f3(X, U) = 1' (Vg,X + Vg,U) o(t) dt, where w  E L:(O, 1) . 
0 
The set 2, is an equality constraint, too. As in [5, Sect. 121 we have that 
F‘JXO, uO)(X, ii) = X( 1); 
c,= {(X, U)EX:X(l)=O}; 
(2.26) C$ = (f4EX*:f4(X,zi)=(X( l),a), where QER”}. 
Let us consider the inequality constraints Z, + ;, i = 1, 2, . . . . 1. Denote by 
H,, i = 1, 2, . . . . Z, the functionals Hi(x, u) = ess maxrt ro, I1 &(x(t), u(t), t). 
It is easy to check that the functionals Hi satisfy all the assumptions of 
Theorem 7.3 from [S] and, in view of Example 7.5 from [S], we that the 
cone of decrease of the functional Hi at the point (x0, u”) is of the form 
DC(Hi(xo, u”)) = ((2, U) E X: V,,?, UjHi(~o, u”) < 01 
= { (2, ii) E X: max (Vh,( x0, u”, t) x + Vhi,(XO, 24O, t) U) < 0, 
,E R, 
where Ri are given by formulae (*) of assumption (4) for i= 1, 2, . . . . I}. 
Taking account of assumptions (2.7)-(2.10) about the functions hi and 
assumption (4) of this theorem, we shall use the corollary of Theorem 8.1 
from [S]. This corollary implies that the cones C, + ,, i = 1, 2, . . . . I, are of 
the form 
(2.27) c.$+;= ((2, ii)EX:Vh;,( x0, u”, t) X + Vh,,(x”, u”, t) U < 0, for 
PER,), i = 1 , 2, . . . . 1. 
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Now, we shall obtain the formula for the cone C,*+i, i= 1,2, .,., 1. Let us 
consider an operator Ai: R, x L; + L, of the form 
(2.28) A,(%, u)(t) =Vhi.,(xo, 24O, t) x + Vhi,(XO, u”, t) ii 
for i = 1,2, . . . . 1 and define the cones 
(2.29) C4+i={jEL,:j(t)<OfortERi} for i=1,2 ,..., 1. 
Thus from (2.27), (2.28), and (2.29) we obtain that 
C4+i=AiC4+; for i=l,2 ,..., 1. 
It is easy to check that the cones C,+i satisfy the assumptions of the 
Minkowski-Farkasz theorem (cf. [S, Sect. lo]); hence 
(2.30) C,*,i= A:C,*,i for i=l,2 ,..., 1. 
Let f4 + i be an arbitrary element of the cone C,*+ ;. Then for any (X, U) E X 
(2.31) (..f+i, (X3 G))=(AYfZ, (2, U))=(f4+i,Ai(-f, U)) 
= (~,Vhirx + Vh,ii), 
where f4+,~Cz+ifori= I, 2, . . . . 1. 
Making use of the formula for a linear and continuous functional defined 
on L, (cf. [4, Part VI, Sect. 21) from (2.31) we obtain that 
(2.32) CF+i= h+iE(Ll)*:f4+i(j)= -jlj(l)Yi(‘)&where 
I- O 
y,~L&(0, l)andyi(t)hi(xo, u’, t)=Ofor i= 1, 2, . . . . I 
Combining (2.30) and (2.31), we get the formula for Cx+ ;: 
(2.33) C4*+rz f4+iEX*:f4+i(X, is) 
{ 
= - ’ (Vhi,( 
i‘ 
x0, u”, t) x + Vh,,(xO, UO, t) u 
0 
y,(t)) dt, where yig Lk(O, 1) and 
y,(t) hi(xo, u”, t) = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . . I . 
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It is easy to prove that the operator F given by formula (2.15) is Gateaux 
differentiable in the neighbourhood S((x’, u’), r) of the point (x0, u”) and 
its differential has the form 
(2.34) VF(x, u)(X, U) = 
( j 
X- ’ (V’Jx, u, t) X + V’u(x, u, r) U) dt, 
0 
Vg,(x, 4 t) 2 + VgJx, 4 f) 6 X(l) 
) 
for any (x, u) E S( (x0, u’), r). 
Thus VF(x’, u”) is the operator A from assumption (2) of this theorem. So, 
in view of this assumption, VF(xO, u”) has the closed image in 
@, x Ll; x R”. 
Now, we shall show that VF(x, u) satisfies all the assumptions of 
Theorem 3.1 from [lo]. Really, in view of assumption (2) the following 
inequality holds: 
C II VF(x, u)(X, ii)11 = C j; I k - V’Jx, u, t) X - Vf,(x, u, t) U 1 dt 
+j; IVg,X+Vg,UI dt+j; Ik(l)( dt 
b ; (Ii1 +IUI)dt~C~I/Xl/q~ I 
+ II~IL;)= Ilk ax. 
Finally, it is obvious that in view of assumptions about operator F given 
by (2.15), I;1 sct.r~, u~j, rJ is a closed operator. 
Now let us apply Theorem 3.1 from [IO]. Using the formulae for the 
cones CT, i= 0, 1, . . . . 4+1, (1.13), (1.15), (2.17) (2.25), (2.26) and (2.33) 
respectively, we obtain 
(2.35) -Aoj; (V’“,x+Vf;ii)dt+f;(u)+ j; (&V’Yx-V’$)IC/(t)d~ 
+ s (; (Vg.S+Vg,u)w(t)dt+(a,x(l)) 
-it1 ji (Vh,x+Vh;,u)yi(t)dt=O, 
Y;(t) h,(xO(t), uO(t), t) = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . . 1, t E [0, l] 
a.e., where II/eL;(O, 11, weLI;(O, l), Y~EL,(O, l),a~R”. 
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Let us put (X, U) = (X, 0) E X in (2.35). We get 
-&j;Vf;Zdr+ {‘(ri-Vf;x)$(t)dt+j’Vg&$)dt+(a.x(l)) 
0 0 
’ 1 
+ iC, Jo Vhi.a~,(~) dl =O for any Xe w;,. 
From the last equation, after simple calculations, we obtain equation (2) of 
the proposition. 
Then let us put (X, U) = (0, Is) E X in (2.35). We obtain 
f;(u)=& j’Vfr:udr+liVf,lii(r)dr-S’V~,tiw(t)dl 
0 0 0 
’ I 
+ ;:I lo VhiuQ;(t) dt foranyiiEL;. 
By the use of the definition of the functional supporting a set 
(cf. [S, Sect. 83). the last equation implies the extremum condition of the 
proposition. 
Now, let us assume that the operator F, given by formula (2.15) is not 
G-regular at the point (x0, u”) E X. Then, in view of Theorem 3.2 from 
[lo], proceeding analogously as in Theorem 1, from [9], we obtain 
condition (2) and (3) of the proposition. 
We shall now show that 111,) + IIII/il + IIwII +cf=, (Iyill +(a1 >O. This 
condition follows from equality (2.35). If A, = 0, $ = 0, o = 0, a = 0, yi = 0 
for i= 1, 2, . . . . 1, then fi= 0, i=O, 2, 3, . . . . 4 + f, and, by equality (2.35), 
f, = 0, which contradicts Theorem 1 from [8]. 
We have thus proved our theorem under the assumption that the cone 
Co # 0. In the opposite case, proceeding analogously as in Theorem 1 
from [9], we obtain the proposition. 
Remark 2. Problem II, like problem I, can be considered under weaker 
assumptions about the differentiability of the functions f" and h,, 
i= 1, 2, . . . . 1. Instead of the Gateaux differentiability of these functions, in 
view of Example 7.7 from [5 J, it is enough to assume that the directional 
derivatives V, f ‘, V,hi exist for any h E X and are measurable with respect 
to t for any (x, U) E R, x L’, Of course, as in problem I, under these 
weaker assumptions we shall obtain condition (2) of the proposition, called 
the “dual” equation in the implicit and difficult for applications form 
- I., jlVifodt-j’(;-V/,~)~(r)dt+j’Vg,xojt)dr 
0 0 0 
+(a,X(l))+ i /‘Vfhig,(r)dt=O for any ZE q,. 
j=, 0 
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Remark 3. The minimum condition of Theorems 1 and 2 is given in the 
integral form. Of course, under more particular assumptions about the set 
U, i.e., if this set is characterized by the values of the controls U, we can 
obtain the minimum conditions in the simpler and easier form for the 
application. 
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